
Pinkneys Green 1XI vs HURLEY 1XI – 6th June 2015 

 

PINKNEYS GREEN 
N Asif b N Akhtar 13 

S Duderidge c Simoes b Basherat 83 

M Nazir Run Out (Hussein) 81 

T Butt c Simoes b Arshad 53 

J Dhillon c Arshad b J Akhtar 31 

M Basherat b Arshad 34 

C Hayes b Basherat 8 

I Jariq Not Out 10  

 Extras 26 

 Total 339-7 

 

I Arshad 13-0-66-2 I Hussein 6-0-34-0 

N Akhtar 11-0-82-1 M Basherat 6-0-54-2 

J Akhtar 4-0-62-1  

Scott Taylor 2-0-22-0    

 

HURLEY 
Scott Taylor b Snapes 8 

A Morgans c Hayes b Ammed 10 

N Akhtar c Asif b Dhillon 43 

Y Ali b Dhillon 22 

D Simoes lbw b Ammed 1 

I Arshad b Ammed 7 

I Hussein c Butt b Ammed 0 

J Akhtar lbw b Asif 0  

M Basherat c Dhillon b Asif 0 

R Singh Not Out 0 

 Extras 8 

 Total 99ao 

 

The only saving grace of Hurley’s shambles at Pinkneys Green was the ability to get home to 

watch the Champions League Final. If Messi was to be admired, Hurley’s mess was 

embarrassing. Shorn by an 11am cry off, injuries, holidays and social events, Hurley shuffled 

onto the ground with 7 players at 1pm having won the toss and asked Pinkneys to bat. Two 

more players ran on in time for the first ball and the tenth man arrived for the 9th over. By 

then, Pinkneys had exploited yawning gaps to race to 54-1. Successive batsmen played 

more baseball shots than cricket shots to flay the Hurley bowling to deposit the ball as far 

down the road to Maidenhead as possible. Only Simon Duderidge (83) and Jags Dhillon (31) 

employed text book shots while it seemed a source of great pride to the home side that it 

took Nazir (81) until his 69th run to register a single. Despite the diet of short stuff and full tosses 

and an outfield resembling the surface of the moon, the Hurley fielders stuck to their task well 

as the home side ended the slaughter at 339-7 from only 42 overs. Dave Simoes donned the 

gloves and impressed with two sharp catches and a save worthy of Bufon 

 

After his impressive innings last week, Scott Taylor (8) was sent out with Alan Morgans (10), but 

Taylor was bowled by Snapes (1-24) and Morgans fended to slip with the score on 39 in the 

11th over. Naeem Akhtar (43) and Yasir Ali (22) gave the visitors some hope of batting long 

adding 39 in 12 overs, but the drinks break heralded the dismissal of Ali and When Naeem 

tried to exploit the late cut once too often, Hurley were blown away. From 90-3 the visitors 

capitulated to 99 all out in 12 overs and losing the final 5 wickets in 3 crazy overs. Hurley’s 

shambles was completed with the embarrassing situation of no batsmen padded up with 

one Hurley player sitting in the changing room more interested in his smart phone than the 



match and another engaged in loud friendly banter with the opposition fielders. It was an 

afternoon of shame for the club on several levels and belies the belief that the club is moving 

forward. 


